
oss this radiator, it was placed \kith the tubes run- 
g parallel to the plane of the corner ellipse. The 

are independent of tunnel press11 vanes; similar to those shown in Fig. 6, turn the 
only 45 degrees; thus the air  arrives normal to 

diator face and is turned by an additional 45  
s, completing the full 90 degree turn, on leavin 

A temperature indicator and thermoswitc diator. This final turn is achieved by means o 
in the cabe of each roller bearii turning sanes that are integral parts of the rad 
are in contact with the outflowi r fins. The radiator coils are provided with wate 

rculation entering and leaving through the tunnel 
orner vanes. The water is cooled by circulation over 

motor if the oil temperature exc 11g toiver. About 3.600 gallons per minute of 
water can be circulated in this svstem. 

COOLING AND DEHYDRATING ccenth it has become known that the re1 
itv of the air i+ one of the important varamet 

THE coolingspecification> of the Cooperative igh speed flow. Furthermore. any appreciable ac 
Tunnel call for continuou-' opeidtion of the eqi ation of moisture would cause considerable inco 

at a power input of 12,000 hp, with the tempera u ce and complications. Therefore, it became advisa 
the air inside the tunnel l imi~ed to about 125 degre n control the humidity of the air inside the tunne 
The radiator, which removes the corresponding am his is done by means of a so-called dehydrator, an  ai  

5. 15. Entrance to decompression spnere showinq model cart in workinq section. 
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n made, the large door to the  
loyed and the gate valves into 
unit is then readv fo r  oneratio 

- " . . " 
of the California Consumers Corporation. During p ins  one table, models can he installed for testing on 
f shutdown, the tunnel air  can he circulated throu e other tables outside the tunnel. When tests o n  the 
he dehydrator by means of a 3,000-c/m circulating fan st model are completed, the table or  cart is rolled out 
urthermore, all fres tunnel, the second is moved in, and the next test 
e a i r  compressors a to proceed. The use of the multiple model tab 

efote entering the tunn ur5 or even days of tunnel time whenever a ne 

HE working section of the hind drawn curtains. Thisprovision makes it possibl 
having a rross-sectional di or  different com~an ies  to have models a t  the wind tu - ,  
ocated within a steel sphere 311h feet in diameter I simultaneously and still maintain the desired s 


